Abstract: Urban agriculture is becoming a timely environmental friendly practice to strengthen cities' resilience to climate change. However, there is a lack of academic literature regarding the thermodynamic potential of interior urban agriculture. Furthermore, there is always a need to develop, from scratch, an updated methodological approach that aims to assist architects of conceiving such specific thermodynamically complex interior environments. In this paper, urban space is identified as a 'flow system', and Bejan's constructal law of generation of flow structure is used to morph and discover the system flow architecture that offers greater global performance (greater access to what flows). More precisely, a macroscale thermodynamic model of spherical urban greenhouse form with double thermal envelope has been developed while the methodological approach resulted in the definition of a decisional flowchart that can be reproduced by other researchers. On the basis of this macroscale constructal model, the present paper proposes reduced models that link thermodynamic and geometric parameters in an accurate manner and can be used at early design stages for pedagogic and qualitative optimization purposes, integrating urban farming to architectural programming.
Introduction and General Context
From 1973 until today, the Occidental World and especially Europe and USA supported a meteoric economic development, which is considered as the main factor of a complex physical phenomenon that is well documented under the name of "climate change" [1] . As a consequence, a variety of economic-environmental multifaceted reforms are applied in an international level so as to "experiment with urban and peri-urban economic bases which make the city the center of transition towards a 'low carbon' economy" [1] . Since the early 1970s, the first petrol crisis of 1973, architecture-and the building sector in general-became a target of environmental reform [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . This reform resulted in segregating disciplines and creating antagonist relations. More precisely, architectural design is put in the back of the scene and as a consequence scientific methodologies to anticipate the new climatic and institutional context were not developed in a synergistic manner. Consequently, during the last 46 years, due to a variety of scientific and political fermentations, the status of architecture has been transformed losing its notion of being able to "design an environment" obtaining from now on a secondary role as part of an "environment by design" [2] .
The impossibility of establishing throughout architectural design a new universe of sustainable forms and programs remains on the fact that a rigid distinction between method and content regarding this discipline cannot be created due to the impossibility of making connections between the artistic and the scientific dimension of architecture on the perspective of an innovative programmatic vision [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The main idea of the present paper is to support the need of refurbishing the urban context through the integration of urban agriculture elements within the thermodynamic architectural design while developing a scientific methodology that assists the artistic dimension of the architecture that consists of creating forms to accompany life. Past research clearly showed that urban agriculture projects reside on a global strategy for greening cities to regulate urban temperature and to improve microclimates, while having a thermodynamic potential increase food production and waste recycling [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Coupling Urban Agriculture to Thermodynamic Architectural Design
Though, when speaking from a different point of view about nature morphogenesis within urban contexts the result is that there is a need for integrating such urban agricultural programs within contemporary urbanities as the potential of adaptation to climate change increases. Likewise, according to Taylor Lovell [20] urban agriculture may offer to city planners, stakeholders, municipalities and architects an alternative land use for integrating "multiple functions in densely populated areas" while regenerating microclimatic conditions. Consequently, this parameter is put in the core of the research project that is presented in this paper. More precisely, the present paper analyzes the thermodynamic potential of urban agriculture in relation to the design that contains nature.
It is true that GI is currently emerging by becoming an interesting tool for cost-effective urban sustainability [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , and for this reason it is seen in the framework of the present paper as a main point of this case study in terms of innovative architectural programmatic regeneration and applied thermal engineering investigation. Additionally, as it results from Taylor Lovell's research [20] it is argued that the contemporary Occidental world employs urban agriculture as a new boundary for land use planning, architectural, and landscape design in order to follow "a sustainable urban development and transformation of the cityscape supporting community farms, allotment gardens, rooftop gardening, edible landscaping, urban forests, and other productive features of the urban environment" [20] .
Nevertheless, the thermodynamic potential of indoor urban agriculture is not explicitly studied. Besides, in recent years as a response to the immediate need of urban renovation in order to face the multifaceted climate crisis, green infrastructure (GI) in the form of urban agriculture has been increasingly recognized by all the actors that participate in the creation and regeneration of the urban fabric (stakeholders, municipalities, politicians, architects, engineers) as an essential concept targeting the livability of cities [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Taylor Lovell [20] also states in her paper that urban agriculture has "historically been an important element of cities in many developing countries; nevertheless recent concerns about economic and food security have resulted in a growing movement to produce food in cities of developed countries including the United States".
The present paper aims at completing these researches by introducing another level of evaluation: the thermodynamic potential of the geometry that contains nature in the form of indoor urban agricultural element. In addition to Taylor Lovell's findings, the present paper introduces the idea that urban agriculture can be also a programmatic response to the contemporary urban areas' climate change mitigation from an applied thermal engineering perspective and point of view. Besides, Taylor Lovell [20] underlines that "despite the growing interest in urban agriculture, urban planners and landscape designers are often ill-equipped to integrate food-systems thinking into future plans for cities" while the thermodynamic potential of such land use change is rarely explored.
For this reason, the present paper deals mainly with this challenge (and opportunity) as it is addressed throughout Taylor Lovell's research [20] : discover a methodology for assisting the design of multifunctional energy efficient indoor urban agriculture spaces focusing on the thermodynamic description of such spaces, while also protecting the environment and positively affecting the overall urbanity and the urban microclimate, creating synergies between applied thermal engineering and architecture. This is one of the main entry points to this research field regarding the present paper. 
Creating Synergies between the Artistic and the Scientific Dimension of Architecture
Nowadays, instead of creating original and innovative interdisciplinary architectural programs establishing at the same time synergies between the scientific and the artistic nature of architectural design, the strict-imposed by a generalized environmental political reform-contemporary regulatory context transformed architecture to a kind of techno-science that does not propose ingenious programmatic concepts. This fact is also fruit of a generalized context where novel concepts were not introduced within coupled architectural and applied thermal engineering approaches.
Thus, the present paper deals also with a second main idea: the way that urban farming programs can be integrated within architectural programing from a thermodynamic point of view. The aim of this research intention is to avoid a useless de-disciplining of architecture by proposing a scientific contemporary methodology that targets on creating current urban conditions that have very high real spatial, thermodynamic, and sustainable potential and are optimally adapted to the urban, climatic, and environmental context.
In a complementary manner, the present paper tries to respond to the main objections of architects (educators and/or professionals) regarding the integration of scientific methodologies within the core of architectural practice. In the present research work, it is proved that it is possible to scientifically accompany artistic decisions throughout a purely scientific methodology that offers higher degrees of freedom and preserves the artistic and aesthetic dimension of architecture. It is claimed here that, throughout the proposed method, we can increase the energy efficiency of the architectural output and decrease the negativism regarding the consideration of climatic factors, the form's thermodynamic potential, and scientific knowledge during the act of architectural synthesis.
These objections are developed in the imaginary of the architectural world (students, tutors, scholars, practitioners, researchers, professionals), while this attitude is a fruit of a lack of scientific methodologies that accompany early design stage architectural decision-making. Furthermore, this general climate gradually led to the failure of the architectural profession to adequately assume responsibility for sustainable environmental design and programmatic innovativeness. This evidence regarding the existence of two opposite "parallel worlds" (applied building thermal engineering and architecture) appears even more clearly nowadays when we consider not at all scientific knowledge of nature evolution, while exclusively focusing on knowledge of computational methodologies or design processes respectively targeting only virtual "high performance" objectives or superficial aesthetic ambitions. Both of these "parallel worlds" ignore that a synergy between science and art could be created at early design stages working on the understanding of the thermodynamic potential and the optimization of the conceived forms in the framework of an original and innovative architectural-thermodynamic program that integrates urban farming.
Conversely, the contemporary environmental crisis is not only an epistemological problem due to the non-existence of accurate and efficient synergies between the two aforementioned important disciplines. The fact is that our contemporary architectural programs blindly follow political directives without proposing new authentic urban conditions and consequently do not respond to the real climatic and social needs of our urban and peri-urban structures.
Paraphrasing Antonio Gramsci, we can say that the current environmental crisis of the building sector consists precisely in the fact that our well-established traditional methods are dying being in front of a complex dead-end, whereas new innovative methodologies that re-invent innovative programmatic and energy efficient architectural design inspired from natural morphogenesis cannot be born; and that is why a great variety of morbid urban symptoms appears.
Here we support the argument that to propose accurate and realistic authentic and original solutions it is essential to understand why nature is designed that way it is and how nature evolves over time. Everyone agrees that nature is inherently a phenomenal designer of geometrical and volumetric configurations. The question is how these natural designs manage to be energy efficient since the first and the second universal laws of thermodynamics are applied to our universe. Then, being based on these general observations, the present research aims to establish the synergies between applied thermal engineering and architecture at early design stages within the framework of an ingenious architectural program with specific thermodynamic impact that includes nature within a specific urban context.
As long as the contemporary dead-end on this complex subject-cited by many researchers [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] -persists, the need of developing novel and original methodologies in order to overcome this lack of innovative ideas increases. The ad hoc segregation of different disciplines that study the same problem from distinct points of view actually happens due to the lack of the adoption of a unifying principle that demystifies our comprehension of the evolution of the universe.
Constructal Law as Unifying Principle
Hence, in the present paper, the unifying principle that creates a relationship between applied thermal engineering and form creation, the constructal law, is employed in order to create optimum architectural designs that will be able to evolve over time taking the more efficient pathway. The constructal law is a physic law that was stated by Adrian Bejan in 1996 as follows: "For a finite-size system to persist in time (to live), it must evolve in such a way that it provides easier access to the imposed currents that flow through it" [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
The case study of this paper is the constructal thermodynamic macroscale modeling of a composite volume that integrates both indoor urban agriculture and living spaces: that means different indoor thermodynamic conditions. Thus, the purpose of the present paper is to give birth to an original approach-methodology that aims to build a strong synergic relationship between three distinct domains: applied thermal engineering, urban farming, and architectural design through the use of constructal thermodynamics.
Both domains are sufficiently established while each one of them develops ad hoc practices and methodologies. However, as it is stated before, the reason of establishing the connection remains on the fact that in the framework of climate change there is a need to re-invent and optimize architectural design and form creation philosophy.
The present paper proposes that this interdisciplinary unification could be achieved using single principle thermodynamic rules that have been demonstrated so far. The constructal law is used in the present research as the tool that offers a new vision that subsequently repairs the problematic relationship between architectural design and applied thermal engineering offering an innovative approach that closes the architecture-science gap in an implicit manner and redefines the scientific dimension of volumetric conception.
That is why applied thermal engineering design reaches here the core of architecture without alternating its nature as an independent discipline. As argued before, this connection is delicate and critical because throughout this paper it is aimed to scientifically enhance the vision of architecture-nature nexus in the framework of climate change using purely scientific methodology for form creation. In the next chapter, it is shown that this acquaintance is established here through the basis of constructal theory [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Conclusively, for all the aforementioned reasons, the present paper deals with the development of an original methodology that supports contemporary programmatic vision regarding the integration of indoor urban agricultural elements to architectural design exploring the thermodynamic potential of indoor urban agriculture. Furthermore, the recent research aims at renewing the way that space is conceived by integrating to the architectural creation scientific thermodynamic processes.
A complex program of integrated to architectural design indoor urban agriculture is studied in the present paper while the thermodynamic potential of a volumetric form is modeled here by using constructal thermodynamics, trying at the same time to build a strong relationship between three distinct domains: applied thermal engineering, urban agriculture, and architectural design. 
Materials and Methods
Classic applied building thermal engineering research develops well-known methods for post conception building thermal evaluation [29] . That means that the form and the architectural program are definite and cannot evolve after thermal evaluation. The architectural program provides only the data input of the problem. These methods are then applied to specific case studies and are put each time inside a framework of a unique climatic and urban context providing detailed insights that are highly correlated to the local input data of the studied problem. Hence, the results and conclusions cannot be generalized while the methodology depends on the precision and the availability of the input data. Furthermore, since the architectural program is ad hoc put within the final building form in a definitive manner, post thermal evaluation changes are not possible.
Diversely, there are very few researches that aimed to provide more general conclusions in order to apply the research output at early design stages [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . These researches managed to provide insights regarding the main parameters that influence the thermal identity of a building form in relation to its thermal and lighting comfort and enriched the literature with a variety of statistical models. Examples and reviews are available in [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] .
Nevertheless, Hook Han and Sook Kim investigated architectural professionals' needs and preferences with regard to sustainable building guidelines and they identified that an urgent demand consist on the commitment of providing "education on the significance of sustainable buildings and promote a better understanding of sustainable principles" and "comprehensive and detailed information on sustainable building design strategies and technologies" [42] .
According to this extended research of Hook Han and Sook Kim [42] , it is revealed that the building energy efficiency problem is entrapped to a complex network of sustainable building guidelines assortments. Furthermore, architects and building professionals do not manage to correctly figure out how they should apply these guidelines, since they do not apprehend the real nature of the problem and they just try to blindly fulfill requirements in order to deal with a physical problem with specific characteristics without understanding the physics beyond. This happens because our vision regarding this specific thermodynamic problem is reduced within a complex institutional administrative net that many times makes no sense. For this reason, even if the field of building energy efficiency is in the forefront of the mainstream research scene during the last 46 years; however, still nowadays we are not able to define a key common 'adjective' in order to respond to this complex problem that is cited as climate change. On the contrary, we observe that there remains a lot of work to be done in order to become able to propose innovative and comprehensive solutions to this urgent necessity at an urban and architectural scale.
For the aforementioned reasons, the pure physical and thermodynamic dimension of a concrete indoor urban farming design problem at early design stages (especially during the decision-making phase where the general forms, as well as the allocation of the program within this form are treated) is put in the core of this paper. Life is physics and thus, instead of proposing high performance formal solutions blindly externalizing calculation output, we propose here a framework that aims to improve the understanding of the physical law that governs the thermodynamic dimension of this complex problem. Even if a growing number of applied thermal engineers have been working during-at least-the last 46 years on this field finding new ways to optimize the global use of energy this knowledge resides very disciplinary sectored and cannot be globally used in order to radicalize the imaginary of space creators such architects, since the real thermodynamic physics of the problem is not studied in a comprehensive manner. In other terms, applied thermal engineers work locally on the different components of the problem (envelope, appliances, etc.). Moreover, they systematically ignore its systemic dimension solely working on its overall formal dimension that is the geometry of the volume and its thermodynamic potential.
Antithetically, Bejan [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] showed us that every thermodynamic problem is clearly a flow problem and in order to discover and understand the physical dimension, it is important to identify and study the main flow system that composes it. To do so, he proposed a systemic view of the problem Sustainability 2019, 11, 3897 6 of 24 in order to understand its physical characteristics. Then, since the studied problem consists a flow system we can simultaneously study the two basic features (properties) that compose it [23] :
the current that is flowing (in our case heat) 2.
the design through which it flows
The approach presented here that is based on the recent developments of Bejan et al. in a variety of scientific fields [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] targets to significantly help architects and building thermal engineers to understand the basic synthetic structure of the problem as an entity as well as a way that this internal flow organization influences the architectural arrangement and form. In the past, architects and engineers managed through a synergic path to demystify the structural rules that govern complex forms in order to enhance the structural dimension of the produced space and augment the height and the complexity of constructions. This is not the case regarding building thermal engineering. Hence, the present paper presents an innovative approach that aims to introduce this alternative path in relation to the flow dimension of a produced form-volume with the objective of understanding its thermodynamic potential in relation to the volume of the form as well as the activity of interior urban farming elements.
More precisely, the method presented here is based on two very important studies of Bejan et al. [43, 44] . Both studies present a "simple and transparent alternative to the complex models of earth's thermal behavior under time-changing conditions" [43] . The method that is developed in these research works consists of viewing the Sun-Earth-Universe assembly as an extraterrestrial power plant the power output of which is used for the purpose of forcing the atmosphere and hydrosphere to flow [43, 44] . The proposed model describes the physics of the problem accounting the most influent modes of heat transfer (convection and radiation), the thermal inertia, the changes in albedo and the greenhouse factor [43, 44] . The power plant models that have been proposed and reviewed [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] within these references are explicitly listed chronologically here [44] . What is common in all these studies is that the Earth is viewed as a close system having two surfaces: a hot surface of area A H and temperature T H (this surface is heated by the Sun) and a cold surface (A L , T L ) that is cooled by the universe [44] .
In the present case study, and in general on energy efficient building research and sustainable architecture, the collector A H and the radiator A L are the object of design through the allocation of the architectural program within the volume. Furthermore, passive solar heating is one of the most important parameters that can influence the final energy consumption impact of a building volume. Consequently, studying the influence of the equilibrium between A H and A L on the thermodynamic behavior of the building volume is one of the most important targets of building thermal thermodynamic modeling.
Applied building thermal engineering authors and architects are unaware of the thermodynamics literature and the use of constructal principles in thermodynamic optimization field [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] 50] . Hence, this paper aims also to bring these two worlds together creating an interdisciplinary common scientific narration.
Description of the Thermodynamic Elements of the Problem and Physical Hypothesis
Similarly to the method developed by Bejan et al. [43, 44] our method consists of considering the Sun-Building Volume-Atmosphere assembly as a system similar to a huge power plant the power output of which is used for the purpose of forcing the air that encloses our main volume to move. At this stage, let us open a parenthesis. Firstly, to demonstrate our approach a basic three-dimensional geometrical form has to be chosen. To make an initial choice, we have to think in terms of compactness ratio. Applied building thermal engineers work a lot with the notion of compactness from a thermal point of view. The compactness ratio of a building volume is the ratio of the surface of the walls in contact with an unheated zone, called the thermal envelope, by the heated volume. For comparing two forms, the rule of thumbs is that at equal heated volume, the more compact a building is if it has Sustainability 2019, 11, 3897 7 of 24 the smaller thermal envelope. The compactness ratio does not depend on whether or not a building is insulated, or on how much. Orientation does not play a role either: it only depends on the geometry of the thermal envelope and that is why the architect is the first energy designer of a project. Since from a thermodynamic point of view the sphere is a very interesting geometrical form because it has a high compactness ratio, a spherical geometry is applied in the present paper. Note that the sphere has the highest possible symmetry. Furthermore, an important element of the building volume of the present case study is the existence of a double skin thermal envelope. The existence of this double envelope creates a controlled environment around the heated volume (Figure 1) . From a thermodynamic point of view, that means that the building is well insulated from the wind while stable thermal conditions are established around the heated volume. Hence, it is considered that the system is put into quasi steady state conditions within controlled reversible heat currents (Figure 1 ). in the present paper. Note that the sphere has the highest possible symmetry. Furthermore, an important element of the building volume of the present case study is the existence of a double skin thermal envelope. The existence of this double envelope creates a controlled environment around the heated volume (Figure 1) . From a thermodynamic point of view, that means that the building is well insulated from the wind while stable thermal conditions are established around the heated volume. Hence, it is considered that the system is put into quasi steady state conditions within controlled reversible heat currents (Figure 1 ). The surface AH represents the allocated to the greenhouse volume while the surfaces AL correspond to the other volume functions (such as housing, offices, libraries, etc.) according to the architectural program. Temperatures TH and TL correspond to the thermal comfort interior temperatures whereas in general TH ≅ 30 °C and TL ≅ 25 °C. However, TL could vary between 19 °C to 25 °C in relation to the season (higher during summer), according to the ASHRAE standard 55 thermal comfort model. The system within the double skin is studied here as a reversible engine that operates in steady state internal conditions, while convective heat current occurs between the surfaces AH and AL due to the temperature difference. Actually, the allocation of the zones AH and AL is also a design decision. It depends on the different zones included within the greenhouse that operate under different comfort conditions.
However, a process with friction is suggested as a source of irreversibility of the system. Actually, since the concept of convective loops is used in this paper, it is considered that the air moves similar to the working fluid in a heat engine. Due to the absence of work-collecting devices in the present problem, the convective loop drives the moving air within the double envelope in a way that its entire work potential is dissipated by friction in the brake at the interface between what moves and what does not move [43, 44] .
From a thermodynamics point of view, due to the existence of the double skin that isolates the building volume from the outside conditions, convection occurs in the form of natural convection loops. The presented model is based on the proposed by Bejan and Reis Earth model [44] that is adapted to fit the present case study. Therefore, applying in this case study the method proposed by Bejan et al. [43, 44] we consider the air flow, while heat transfer exchange between the thermodynamic volume and its controlled environment occurs mainly through convection and radiation. As an approximation, thermal conduction through contact with ground is ignored. Our double thermal skin volume is seen as a closed system, mainly having a hot surface area (AH, TH) and The system within the double skin is studied here as a reversible engine that operates in steady state internal conditions, while convective heat current occurs between the surfaces A H and A L due to the temperature difference. Actually, the allocation of the zones A H and A L is also a design decision. It depends on the different zones included within the greenhouse that operate under different comfort conditions.
From a thermodynamics point of view, due to the existence of the double skin that isolates the building volume from the outside conditions, convection occurs in the form of natural convection loops. The presented model is based on the proposed by Bejan and Reis Earth model [44] that is adapted to fit the present case study. Therefore, applying in this case study the method proposed by Bejan et al. [43, 44] we consider the air flow, while heat transfer exchange between the thermodynamic volume and its controlled environment occurs mainly through convection and radiation. As an approximation, thermal conduction through contact with ground is ignored. Our double thermal skin volume is seen as a closed system, mainly having a hot surface area (A H , T H ) and a cold surface (A L , T L ) that is cooled by radiation and convection, neglecting conduction where the volume touches the soil (Figure 1) . According to the literature of all the main thermodynamic optimization authors [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] , the total radiation heat transfer surface is fixed as
where A L and A H represent the daily dark and illuminated by the sun surfaces. This approach is very interesting for the present building application because it was found that the power output could be maximized by selecting only two parameters, the area fraction (A H /A) and the temperature T H [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . However, past studies covered only the radiation heat transfer mode. The fact that Bejan and Reis [44] updated the existing models by including also the convective heat transfer mode through the concept of convection loop that is considered in their study equivalent to the cycle executed by the working fluid within a heat engine makes this approach applicable to the present application [44] .
The geometry and other main elements of the model are illustrated in Figure 1 below. Hence, before proposing the radiative and convective model applied to the present application let us summarize the main thermal characteristics of our problem in the form of bullet points as follows:
• a spherical geometry is considered; • the sphere's surface temperature is time independent; • the sphere's surface temperature is averaged over the daily and annual cycles and is modeled via two temperatures (T H , T L ) in the form of ambient thermal comfort temperatures according to the program that is placed within these zones (urban farming/living areas) respectively corresponding to the two different thermal zones (A H , A L ) • the system (Sun-Building Volume-Atmosphere) is considered similar to a reversible engine • to study the convective heat transfer mode it is approximated, similarly to Bejan and Reis [44] , that the heat engine cycle drives the air (the working fluid in our problem) within the double envelope in a way that its entire work output potential is dissipated by friction at the interface between what moves and what remains stable.
Radiation Heat Transfer Calculations and Approximations
Bejan and Reis [44] employing the De Voos [47] , the De Voos and Flatter [48] , and the De Voos and Van der Wel [49] models considering a ratio x = A H /A, where A is the overall surface of the sphere proposed the following equations that are based in the Stephan-Boltzmann law,
where f is the Earth-Sun view factor (in this study we use the mean value 2.16 × 10 −5 but for more precision someone can also use the view factor value that is calculated for the specific geographic coordinates of the location of the study), T s is the temperature of the Sun as a black body (5762 K), ρ is the albedo of the sphere's outer surface and γ is the reflectance in the infrared region of the sphere's outer surface (here it is used 0.35 for a non clear glass surface). Note that, since we are working on an indoor urban agriculture problem, we can approximate that we are dealing with blackbodies. This approximation means that the emissivity of the surfaces is considered equal to 1 (blackbody surface for A H and A); otherwise, in other case studies emissivity and absorbance of surfaces should be included within the equation. The parameter B in the case that Bejan and Reis studied [44] remains constant since they work on the Earth sphere and as a consequence the albedo ρ and the reflectance γ in the infrared region of the Earth are known and constant.
However, in the present case study, the materiality of the sphere and especially the radiative characteristics of the outer surface of the envelope determine the way that the form is heated and loses energy. Combining the Equations (2) and (3) whereas x = A H /A, is obtained
Considering q s the solar heat current received by the sphere and q out the heat current radiated into the atmosphere by the sphere's surface A H , the difference between q s and q out is convected over the sphere's surface from A H to A L within the double thermal envelope. Let us see now the output of the constructal convective heat transfer model that is proposed by Bejan and Reis [44] and is used in the present study.
Constructal Convective Heat Transfer Model and Approximations
The constructal convective heat transfer model is proposed by Bejan and Reis here [44] . The temperature difference T H -T L with T H > T L drives a heat current from T H to T L by the buoyancy effect in the boundary layer of the air that covers the envelope's surface within the double thermal envelope. In order to continue the present study, the analysis is based on the following approximations:
• in order to calculate the convection current q factors of order 1 are ignored according to the rules of scale analysis defined by Bejan [51] ; • it is considered that convective heat transfer is produced in the form of a counterflow with two branches that are developed between T H and T L within the double thermal envelope; • the convective heat transfer highly depends on whether the two branches of the counterflow between T H and T L are in intimate thermal contact; • the convective heat transfer air layer covers an area of flow length L R and width W R where R is the sphere's radius; • the length L unites T H and T L ; • a hydrostatic pressure force ∆PWH is applied to the air-layer control volume in the L direction while an opposed by the shear stress force occurs because of the air's move over the surface L × W; • eddy diffusivity for momentum ε M is modeled via the Prandtl's mixing length model as it is presented in Bejan [51] , while H represents the vertical dimension of the air system that transfers momentum vertically while moving horizontally (the mixing length) and is the distance of our second thermal envelope from our main heated volume; • in the definition of the convective conductance in the horizontal direction D proportionality between temperature difference and heat current is assumed.
On the basis of the aforementioned hypothesis, the equations regarding the convective heat current that are proposed by Bejan and Reis [44] for the constructal convective heat transfer model are applied to the present model as
where β is the coefficient of thermal expansion in K −1 , H represents the vertical dimension of the air system that transfers momentum vertically while moving horizontally in m (and in the present case study represents also the distance of the second thermal envelope from the main heated volume), R is the sphere radius in m, ρ air is the mean density of air in kg/m 3 , c p is the air's specific heat at constant pressure in J/kg K, g is the gravitational acceleration in m/s 2 . Furthermore, Bejan and Reis [44] proposed two equations regarding the convective conductance in the horizontal direction D in Wm −2 K −1 per unit of horizontal area for both cases as
To calculate the equations above for both cases, Bejan and Reis [44] assumed that at the boundaries T H-end and T L-end layers, the pressures are respectively ρ H gH and ρ L gH, where ρ H is the density of warm air and ρ L is the density of cold air in kg/m 3 , while the pressure difference ∆P in the L direction is calculated as
while the hydrostatic pressure force ∆PWH applied to the air-layer control volume in the L direction is assumed to be as follows [44] ∆PWH τLW,
where τ is the average shear stress in the L direction that is calculated as follows in relation to the eddy diffusivity for momentum ε M (m 2 /s) and the air's velocity in the L direction u (m/s) [44] 
while, according to the assumptions made for the present study, it can also be applied as
Combining Equations (9) to (12) , the horizontal velocity scale can be calculated since it is needed to calculate the convective heat current [44] u
finally, the convective heat current in relation to the velocity is given by the equations according to Bejan and Reis [44] T H , T L not intimate contact
Both models have been validated by Bejan and Reis [44] with theoretical literature values provided by North [52] and Lorentz et al [53] regarding the convective conductance in the horizontal direction.
However, in the present case study, we will focus on the model for not intimate contact between the two surfaces at T H , T L . Since in every building application thermal insulation is a main issue, we understand that mandatory thermal insulation between the two different building zones will impose to work assuming a not intimate contact condition. For this reason, we will mainly focus on the use of Equation (15).
Constructal Combined Radiation and Convection Heat Transfer Model
Additionally Bejan and Reis based on the assumptions that A L = (1 − x)A and A = 4πR 2 proposed the following combined radiation-convection model regarding the theoretical conductance of the sphere [44] 
The aforementioned equation was validated by Bejan and Reis [44] with the Monin-Obukhov theory [44] (for their case study optimum results are obtained when n = 3/2) and so the theoretical conductance can also be calculated as follows [54] 
Results
Assuming the volume of air to be an ideal gas of temperature T, its volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion β can be given by the ideal gas law as
where P is the pressure of the gas in Pa, V is the volume taken up by the gas in m 3 , T is the temperature of the gas in K, R is the gas constant (8.31 J K −1 mol −1 ). Thus, combining the Equations (16) and (17), we obtain the following equation applied to the present case study
As we can observe, we obtain an equation that links H 2 (T H -T L ) n with the main important parameters of the form that influence heat transfer, such as the reflectance in the infrared region γ, the volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion β, the Radius R of our spherical volume, the air's thermal properties and the lowest zone's temperature T L .
Figures 2-5 illustrate the investigation on the values of H 2 (T H -T L ) n . Bejan and Reis [44] worked on an Earth model and for this reason they put on the equation above the Earth's geometrical and thermophysical properties. From the litterature, they knew also the H that is the vertical dimension of the air system that transfers momentum vertically while moving horizontally for the Earth problem and consequently they validated their model on the basis of a variety of existing literature output. Furthermore, they concluded that the temperature difference exponent n that provides best-to-fit data for their problem is equal to 3/2 [44] . In the present case study, an existing dedicated to the specific problem database is not available. So it cannot be assumed that 3/2 is the best exponent value. Figures 2-5 illustrate the investigation on the values of H 2 (TH-TL) n . Bejan and Reis [44] worked on an Earth model and for this reason they put on the equation above the Earth's geometrical and thermophysical properties. From the litterature, they knew also the H that is the vertical dimension of the air system that transfers momentum vertically while moving horizontally for the Earth problem and consequently they validated their model on the basis of a variety of existing literature output. Furthermore, they concluded that the temperature difference exponent n that provides best-to-fit data for their problem is equal to 3/2 [44] . In the present case study, an existing dedicated to the specific problem database is not available. So it cannot be assumed that 3/2 is the best exponent value.
However, we can assume values for H in relation to the specific double thermal skin's geometry. For this problem, H is an ad hoc design parameter. As we see from Figure 1, we However, we can assume values for H in relation to the specific double thermal skin's geometry. For this problem, H is an ad hoc design parameter. As we see from Figure 1 , we thermodynamically conceived the volume with the main aim of providing in the vicinity of the sphere an appropriate not heated second enclosing volume.
This second thermal envelope is put in order to thermodynamically isolate the system from external weather conditions, and especially from wind velocity that is a factor that accentuates convective heat transfer on the envelope level. By putting the second thermal skin, the formation of these convective heat currents is controlled and convection does not have the freedom to occur in total liberty since a thermodynamically closed system is defined.
sphere an appropriate not heated second enclosing volume.
This second thermal envelope is put in order to thermodynamically isolate the system from external weather conditions, and especially from wind velocity that is a factor that accentuates convective heat transfer on the envelope level. By putting the second thermal skin, the formation of these convective heat currents is controlled and convection does not have the freedom to occur in total liberty since a thermodynamically closed system is defined. Hence, it is assumed that since our system is closed, consequently the distance of this second thermodynamic envelope is equal to the vertical dimension of the air system that transfers momentum vertically while moving horizontally. This assumption is correct since we enclose within Hence, it is assumed that since our system is closed, consequently the distance of this second thermodynamic envelope is equal to the vertical dimension of the air system that transfers momentum vertically while moving horizontally. This assumption is correct since we enclose within a second environment air that is guided-due to the design-to flow in the form of subsequent convective loops as it is described above and elsewhere [43, 44] .
The assumption made here does not affect the conclusions since we are mainly interested in and focus on the qualitative and not quantitave description of the physical phenomena. In other terms, in the present case study, H is a design choice. In Figures 2-5, H 2 (T H -T L ) n evolution for different values of x = A H /A while incresing gradually the radius R of our spherical volume is plotted.
convective loops as it is described above and elsewhere [43, 44] .
The It is observed that H 2 (TH-TL) n evolution follows a pattern of y = ax n where n = 3/2 with a perfect agreement between the fit-to-curve data and the analytical calculations. More precisely, it is found It is observed that H 2 (T H -T L ) n evolution follows a pattern of y = ax n where n = 3/2 with a perfect agreement between the fit-to-curve data and the analytical calculations. More precisely, it is found that H 2 (T H -T L ) n = aR 3/2 whereas a evolves as x changes. So the general equation that links H to the sphere of the radius R is obtained as
difference in the sphere's surface is fixed and constant and so the spherical indoor urban greenhouse works as a reversible engine. ,
Furthermore, the product H 2 (TH-TL) n physically reflects the fact that when the radius R of the sphere increases, then the H that represents the vertical dimension of the air system that transfers momentum vertically increases also. If we consider that, in the present problem, the temperatures TH and TL are fixed in order to fit to the plant and human thermal comfort models, hence the temperature difference in the sphere's surface is fixed and constant and so the spherical indoor urban greenhouse works as a reversible engine. Figure 5 . H 2 (TH-TL) n evolution for different values of x = AH/A as the radius R of the spherical volume increases. We observe that H 2 (TH-TL) n evolution follows a pattern of y = ax n where n = 3/2. Consequently, we can say that H 2 (TH-TL) n = aR 3/2 whereas a evolves as x changes (a) x = 0.97; (b) x = 0.99.
Plotting the H 2 (TH-TL) n values for a variety of area ratios x that range from 0.1 to 0.99 a variety of graphs (Figures 2-5 ) is obtained that gave the possibility to graphically quantify the parameter a. Plotting the H 2 (T H -T L ) n values for a variety of area ratios x that range from 0.1 to 0.99 a variety of graphs (Figures 2-5 ) is obtained that gave the possibility to graphically quantify the parameter a.
The effect of the area ratio x = A H /A to the coefficient a in Equation (20) is graphically represented in Figure 6 . As it is observed a decreases as A H tends to become equal to the overall surface of the sphere A. Furthermore, an equation of the form a = −bx + c that helps to predict a coefficient of Equation (20) , when someone knows the A H surface of the volume, is deduced. This is also a very important output of the present study, since in this case study A H is also a design parameter and represents the volume that is dedicated to urban agriculture within the spherical volume. Thus, the coefficient a of Equation (20) 
Furthermore, the product H 2 (TH-TL) n physically reflects the fact that when the radius R of the sphere increases, then the H that represents the vertical dimension of the air system that transfers momentum vertically increases also. If we consider that, in the present problem, the temperatures TH and TL are fixed in order to fit to the plant and human thermal comfort models, hence the temperature difference in the sphere's surface is fixed and constant and so the spherical indoor urban greenhouse works as a reversible engine. Combining the Equations (19) and (20) we obtain
where x is the area ratio and R is the radius of the sphere. However, as it is explained above H is a design parameter while T H and T L are quite constant in urban greenhouse areas, Equation (20) can be developed as
for ( > 0. Denote that the requirement that T H -T L should be different from 1 (1 • C, not 1 • F) comes from the fact that the value 15.282 has units. Therefore, since in the present problem H, R, and x are the main design parameters it is understood that through Equation (23) an estimation regarding the collector's and radiator's temperatures exponent n can be obtained. In Figure 7 , the exponent's n evolution is plotted when the sphere's radius increases for a mixing length H = 3m and for an area allocation fraction x = 0.1. As it is observed for these values n = 0.932ln(R) + 0.2637.
Hence, it is assumed that for given H that is concretely the thickness of the double thermal envelope and for a given allocation fraction x, the temperature difference exponent obtains the form of the equation
where ζ and η are fixed coefficients for given values of H and x and defined by using the Equations (20)- (23) . That means that when during early design stages someone designs a volume, the values for H and x can be fixed and then employing Equation (23) , the appropriate values of ζ and η can be defined. Then the exponent's n evolution in relation to the evolution of the sphere's radius can be traced as in Figure 7 . This design process is implicit and offers to the designer the freedom to think a lot about the geometrical properties of the volume being based on a thermodynamic evaluation of the form. traced as in Figure 7 . This design process is implicit and offers to the designer the freedom to think a lot about the geometrical properties of the volume being based on a thermodynamic evaluation of the form. 
Discussion
According to Bejan's and Reis' constructal model [43, 44] a constructal thermodynamic macroscale model of spherical urban greenhouse form with double thermal envelope within reversible heat currents is developed. Then the turbulent characteristics of the greenhouse boundary layer depend on only three design parameters: i) the thickness H of the double thermal skin, ii) the radius R of the spherical greenhouse, and iii) the area allocation fraction x regarding the two different comfort zones within the greenhouse. Furthermore, it is shown analytically that these three purely geometrical parameters determine in which degree the temperature difference between the Figure 7 . Effect of the radius of the sphere on the collector and radiator temperatures exponent n for a mixing length H = 3 m, and x = 0.1.
According to Bejan's and Reis' constructal model [43, 44] a constructal thermodynamic macroscale model of spherical urban greenhouse form with double thermal envelope within reversible heat currents is developed. Then the turbulent characteristics of the greenhouse boundary layer depend on only three design parameters: (i) the thickness H of the double thermal skin, (ii) the radius R of the spherical greenhouse, and (iii) the area allocation fraction x regarding the two different comfort zones within the greenhouse. Furthermore, it is shown analytically that these three purely geometrical parameters determine in which degree the temperature difference between the comfort zones within the greenhouse influences on the formulation of convective heat currents within the double skin.
In this paper, we employed a well-proven and validated contemporary thermodynamic principle that completes the thermodynamic description of flow systems under constraints: constructal law. To do this, an original for this precise research field approach is initiated: study the spherical greenhouse problem as a reversible engine, which means as a flow system that has specific constraints. One of these constraints was the existence of a second double thermal envelope, which thermodynamically isolated the system from external flow (such as wind velocity for example) and guided in the formation of convective heat current loops within the double thermal envelope and all around the greenhouse.
Figures 2-5 show the evolution of the product H 2 (T H -T L ) n for different values of area allocation ratio x = A H /A as the radius R of the spherical volume increases. It is observed that this evolution follows a specific law and this law is expressed through Equation (20) . Then, employing Equation (20) for a variety of area allocation values a plot that graphically correlates the coefficient a of Equation (20) to the radius R of the spherical volume is obtained. By plotting the trendline for the output of Equation (20) for different area allocation values, Equation (21) is obtained. Then employing Equations (21) and (22) , Equation (23) that correlates the temperature difference within the volume to the geometrical characteristics of our problem is obtained.
It is noteworthy that this method has been developed mainly for pedagogical purposes, consequently throughout the equations that are proposed here, it can be explained to the students how their design decisions may influence on the thermal impact of a greenhouse volume. Furthermore, this method can also be generalized and used for thermodynamic optimization of the building form.
Moreover, by applying Bejan's and Ries' [43, 44] constructal coupled convective-radiative model, even if it is conducted a qualitative and not quantitative study, an improved optimized method that provides more accurate results than classical thermodynamics is employed. More precisely, Bejan and Reis [43, 44] showed that for their case study the best value of the exponent n that is linked to the temperature difference T H -T L is 3/2 instead of 1 that is proposed when we apply the simplest heat transfer model of convection.
In the present case study case, we managed to link this exponent to the geometrical data of the problem through a series of consecutive parametric studies and via a complex logarithmic equation (Equation (23)). Additionally, in cases that the thickness of the double thermal envelope H and the area allocation ratio x are ad hoc fixed for architectural reasons by the designer, then a simple logarithmic equation (Equation (24)) is proposed here in order to identify the exponent n in relation to the radius of the sphere and vice versa. Figure 8 shows the fixed thermodynamic parameters as well as the subject to design parameters of our problem, presenting the four equations that can be employed as pre-dimensioning/quick evaluation tools.
As it is observed, the present paper aims to introduce a new methodology and approach that simplifies the calculation of the main thermodynamic behavior of a spherical urban greenhouse. As I results from Figure 8 , all the main geometrical parameters that are important at early design stages are directly correlated throughout the methodology proposed here on the basis of the constructal law with the thermodynamic impact of the conceived volume. Furthermore, in Figure 9 , a decisional flowchart is introduced in order to explain and clarify the main output of the present paper and especially how the method presented here can be generalized and used by other researchers.
(Equation (23)). Additionally, in cases that the thickness of the double thermal envelope H and the area allocation ratio x are ad hoc fixed for architectural reasons by the designer, then a simple logarithmic equation (Equation (24)) is proposed here in order to identify the exponent n in relation to the radius of the sphere and vice versa. Figure 8 shows the fixed thermodynamic parameters as well as the subject to design parameters of our problem, presenting the four equations that can be employed as pre-dimensioning/quick evaluation tools. Figure 8 . The quick evaluation tools based on the constructal law that the present paper proposes, the main geometry, the fixed thermodynamic parameters and the subjected to design parameters of the studied problem. The present paper aims at introducing a new methodology and approach that simplifies the calculation of the main thermodynamic behavior of a spherical urban greenhouse.
As it is observed, the present paper aims to introduce a new methodology and approach that simplifies the calculation of the main thermodynamic behavior of a spherical urban greenhouse. As I Figure 8 . The quick evaluation tools based on the constructal law that the present paper proposes, the main geometry, the fixed thermodynamic parameters and the subjected to design parameters of the studied problem. The present paper aims at introducing a new methodology and approach that simplifies the calculation of the main thermodynamic behavior of a spherical urban greenhouse. results from Figure 8 , all the main geometrical parameters that are important at early design stages are directly correlated throughout the methodology proposed here on the basis of the constructal law with the thermodynamic impact of the conceived volume. Furthermore, in Figure 9 , a decisional flowchart is introduced in order to explain and clarify the main output of the present paper and especially how the method presented here can be generalized and used by other researchers. 
Conclusions and Perspectives
The present paper is driven by an original idea on the future of urban design within the framework of climate change on the horizon. The originality remains in the way that this paper aims to treat this challenge in scientific (thermodynamics) terms, through the purpose of developing a methodology that can be generally reproduced by other researchers. The constructal thermodynamic method that is presented in the present paper is based on a new constructal model 
The present paper is driven by an original idea on the future of urban design within the framework of climate change on the horizon. The originality remains in the way that this paper aims to treat this challenge in scientific (thermodynamics) terms, through the purpose of developing a methodology that can be generally reproduced by other researchers. The constructal thermodynamic method that is presented in the present paper is based on a new constructal model of earth introduced initially by Bejan and Reis [43, 44] , in which a double skin envelope encloses the urban greenhouse space. The present paper aims to contribute also to the constructal law field, since it begins with the identification of the urban space as a "flow system", and then confides on the method of constructal thermodynamics to morph and discover the "system flow architecture that offers greater global performance (greater access to what flows)" [26] . In brief, this paper aims to enrich our agendas by proposing a novel approach regarding how the topic of sustainability must be approached in future studies, having been inspired by Adrian Bejan's methodology. Bejan recently showed that the sustainability need is about flow: the flow of energy and the flow of water through the inhabited space [55] . The physics law that guides future work on sustainability "as physics" is the universal constructal law of evolution. Bejan proved that this law is universal and accounts for all scales of life [26] and for this reason it is applied to the studied problem.
The new method that is presented here also tries to heal the problematic segregation between architecture, urban agriculture, and applied thermodynamics vis-à-vis a building's environmental performance and sustainable design. The present paper aims also to contribute to the update of our approaches regarding urban planning in the framework of climate change completing many innovative recent interdisciplinary studies that propose to treat sustainability in an original and innovative way employing methodologies currently used in other disciplines such as complex networks to study the technological and normative scenario of energy distribution systems [56] , mapping tools to plan energy saving at a neighborhood scale [57] , UHI effects and strategies to improve outdoor thermal comfort in dense and old neighborhoods [58] , geographical information systems (GIS) as support tools for sustainable Energy Action Plan [59] and spatial-energy models coupled to optimization strategies based on complex networks for the assessment of urban energy scenarios [60] .
In order to relocate the importance and the know how of classic applied thermal engineering practices and other environmental technologies to the center of the discipline, the starting point of the present paper was to introduce constructal thermodynamic optimization methods at early design stages and especially when important geometrical decisions have to be made as it is shown also through the decisional flowchart ( Figure 9 ). Thus, this research aimed to avoid subsuming architecture that is directly linked to the fact of underrating the disciplinary efficacy of architectural design in relation to environmental protection. For this reason urban agriculture elements were integrated within the architectural program since sustainability is treated as a flow problem and does not deal only with performance indexes but also with spatial elements that create interesting interior climates and urbanities as it was also proven by other recent studies [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] . Thus, another parameter that would be interesting to examine in the future is the influence of the adjacent buildings on the constructal model output.
It is noteworthy that Figure 7 proposes the value of the exponent "n", giving heat flux from temperature difference to the power n (in the presented case, for H = 3m). For Bejan and Reis' model [44] , n was obtained as 3/2 when a similar model applied to the whole Earth system. However, 3/2 is in general a de facto coefficient for heat transfer through convection. In the model of the present paper, n is considered to vary from 3/2 (in fact, n can be assumed lower for small dimensions on the Earth). However, from a physical point of view, it appears hard to find in the literature an n larger than 4 because we have a thermal radiation case, and thus convection and thermal radiation might be mixed, even if T H is (very) large compared to T L .
Thus, interpreting the results of the present paper, we can assume that this fact means that there is a boundary radius R regarding the effectiveness of the greenhouse that this model proposes. For
